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Abstract.

Structural restoration is commonly used to assess the deformation of geological structures and to reconstruct past basin

geometries. To replace geometric criteria, linear elastic behavior and frictionless fault contact assumptions used in existing

restoration approaches, we study the possibility of using a creeping flow behavior in geomechanical restoration. Indeed, salt

rock in particular has been shown to behave as a Stokes viscous fluid over geological time scales, and faults appear in rocks5

reaching a plastic limit inside a shear zone. We have therefore developed a new approach for restoration based on considering

geologic materials as highly viscous quasi-static fluids. The Stokes equations are solved for the velocity inside a model at each

time step using only the material properties of the objects inside the model, their geometry and the current state of boundary

conditions. The restoration is then achieved by advecting the material in the opposite direction of the forward velocity. Several

benchmarks are presented to validate the results of the simulation code used to test the approach. This method is applied on10

simple two-dimensional geological cross-sections in confined conditions and shows that reasonable restored geometries can be

obtained.

1 Introduction

The Earth’s subsurface is the result of millions of years of deformation. Determining the deformation history from present-day

structures has been a concern for geoscientists who try to understand and quantify basin evolution. Restoration is an ensemble15

of methods which allow such quantification, by reversing processes that led to the current geometry of a geological region (e.g.,

Chamberlin, 1910; Dahlstrom, 1969). It covers a number of different processes and methodologies. The classical techniques

are unfolding and unfaulting using length/area preservation in order to remove the effects of tectonic forces. In addition to this,

several methods have been developed to take into account the effects of other important parameters, like erosion and deposition

of sediments (e.g., Dimakis et al., 1998), isostasy compensation (e.g., Allen and Allen, 2013), thermal subsidence due to mantle20

thermal effect (Royden and Keen, 1980; Allen and Allen, 2013), rock decompaction due to a change of load (e.g., Athy, 1930;

Durand-Riard et al., 2011; Allen and Allen, 2013), or, at a smaller scale, the reverse migration of channelized systems (e.g.,

Parquer et al., 2017). These methods allow us to evaluate the consistency of a model and test the hypotheses which lead to its

construction, in order to generate paleo-basin geometries consistent with present-day observations for use in more elaborate
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hydro-mechanical forward models (e.g., Bouziat et al., 2019). In this article, we focus on the structural restoration based on25

unfolding and unfaulting.

Since the beginning of the last century, unfolding and unfaulting has been mostly done with geometric and kinematic rules

(e.g., Chamberlin, 1910; Dahlstrom, 1969; Gratier, 1988; Rouby, 1994; Groshong, 2006; Medwedeff et al., 2016; Fossen,

2016). The first implementations in two dimensions (2D) used balancing restoration, relying on the conservation of layer bed30

area and thickness (e.g., Chamberlin, 1910; Dahlstrom, 1969; Groshong, 2006). Map restoration was then developed to study

deformations which are mainly horizontal; it can be qualified as a 2.5D method (e.g., Cobbold and Percevault, 1983; Rouby,

1994; Ramón et al., 2016). Later, three dimensional (3D) geometrical methods have been proposed (Massot, 2002; Muron,

2005; Medwedeff et al., 2016), allowing the tracking of internal volumetric deformation. Such methods are all based on the

minimization of horizon deformation and on volume conservation, and therefore considerably simplify rock deformation mech-35

anisms and ignore mechanical layering effects. In this light, numerous authors have stressed out the necessity of incorporating

mechanics into the restoration of geological models (Fletcher and Pollard, 1999; Muron, 2005; Maerten and Maerten, 2006;

Moretti, 2008; Guzofski et al., 2009; Al-Fahmi et al., 2016).

Volumetric mechanics-based restoration has been developed since the 2000s as a geomechanical simulation with specific40

boundary values (Maerten and Maerten, 2001; De Santi et al., 2002; Muron, 2005; Moretti et al., 2006; Maerten and Maerten,

2006; Guzofski et al., 2009; Durand-Riard et al., 2010, 2013a, b; Tang et al., 2016; Chauvin et al., 2018). In this approach,

internal deformation is not known a priori, and the strain is computed from the mechanical behavior of rocks and the applied

boundary conditions. The model is parameterized with elastic properties to mimic the response of rocks to mechanical stresses

and the restoration displacement is computed by solving the equation of motion, in which the Cauchy stress tensor is defined45

by Hooke’s law. The restoration itself is performed by applying specific boundary conditions to constrain the model. These

conditions, usually imposed on the displacement, rely on the following assumptions: the uppermost horizon was flat and hori-

zontal at deposition time, and it was not faulted. Other conditions can be introduced as complementary geological knowledge,

such as direction and scale of deformation, or amount of lateral displacement (Chauvin et al., 2018).

Although these methods offer significant advances in the structural restoration of geological models, they still present many50

limitations. First, the boundary conditions set to unfold and unfault the medium are unphysical (Lovely et al., 2012; Chauvin

et al., 2018). Moreover, these conditions are convenient hypotheses which do not necessarily reflect the paleo-stress state, hence

they can be questionned (Durand-Riard et al., 2010; Lovely et al., 2012; Durand-Riard et al., 2013a). Secondly, geomechanical

restoration so far only considers elastic rock properties, neglecting other possible behaviors, such as viscous, visco-elastic

or plastic deformation (Gerbault et al., 1998). Transverse isotropic behavior also affects strain localization during restoration55

(Durand-Riard et al., 2013a), but such a behavior is rarely applied in practice. These physical issues raise the question of the

capability of geomechanical restoration to properly recover paleo-deformation. As a consequence, there are no clear guidelines

on which method to choose between geometric and kinematic restoration and geomechanical restoration, despite the more

physical approach of the second one (Maerten and Maerten, 2006; Guzofski et al., 2009). Moreover, in spite of its name,
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geomechanical restoration is extensively controlled by geometric considerations: flattening of the top layer and a geometric60

unfaulting based on frictionless contact conditions to stitch the horizon cutoff lines accross each fault.

Another practical issue is the need for a valid volumetric mesh of the structural model, including a boundary representation

of the geological domain with the horizons and faults as boundaries (e.g., Muron, 2005), even if the use of implicit horizons

relaxes this constraint (Durand-Riard et al., 2010). Such a mesh is difficult to generate, as shown for example by Pellerin et al.

(2014), Zehner et al. (2016) and Anquez et al. (2019). Since restoration deals with large deformations, the model evolves and65

may need to be remeshed, limiting the applicability of the geomechanical restoration to be used as an interpretation validation

tool.

To sum up, geomechanical restoration has overcome some limitations of the “classical” geometric restoration process, by

taking some of the internal movement of the layers into account for example, but it still needs to be improved to better account

for different rheologies, larger deformations, faults, salt tectonics, and boundary conditions. In this paper, we investigate a70

new method to address these challenges: instead of doing forward mechanical simulations with elastic motion and specific

boundary conditions, we consider the rocks as viscous fluids to compute the motion. This is motivated by three main factors.

First, rocks can behave as viscous fluids when subjected to deformation that includes large stress and strain over periods of

millions of years (Massimi et al., 2006; Cornet, 2015). This principle has been used for more than three decades to simulate

the flow of lithospheric scale to deep mantle material (Poliakov et al., 1993; Fullsack, 1995; Hassani et al., 1997; Schubert75

et al., 2001; Morra and Regenauer-Lieb, 2006; Thieulot, 2011; Gerya, 2019; Robey and Puckett, 2019; Louis-Napoléon et al.,

2020), so there is extensive litterature on how to solve the associated equations. Secondly, considering the rocks as having a

creeping flow behavior allows the simulation to reproduce the flow of salt layers (Nalpas and Brun, 1993), and possibly also

other rock rheologies through relevant effective viscosities (Moresi et al., 2003; Glerum et al., 2018). Finally, the (isothermal)

Stokes equations, which are used to compute the deformation of creeping fluids, are reversible, so they can be used to compute80

the restoration motion of a model with more physical boundary conditions and a backward advection scheme.

The outline of this paper is as follows: we first present the concepts of a Stokes flow-based restoration scheme and its

physical underpinnings. In a second part, we introduce the numerical code we developed for this application. Finally, we show

the results that were obtained on an upscaled version of the model presented by van Keken et al. (1997), on a more complicated

model with a layered overburden, and on a model with no prior knowledge on the material properties and boundary conditions85

to apply.

2 Using creeping flow equations for geomechanical restoration

2.1 Creeping flow equations

The standard equations for creeping flows are the Stokes equations, consisting of the momentum conservation equation

∇ ·σ+f = 0 (1)90
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and the mass conservation equation for incompressible fluids (continuity equation)

∇ ·v = 0, (2)

where ∇ is the del operator, σ is the stress tensor, f is the specific body force (usually the volumetric weight ρg), and v is the

velocity. This is justified by the fact that the materials we deal with here are highly viscous (with a viscosity η over 1017 Pa.s)

and move at sufficiently low speed for the inertial part of their movement to be neglected (Massimi et al., 2006). The stress95

consists of a deviatoric part τ and an isotropic pressure p:

σ = τ − pI, (3)

where I is the identity tensor. In the viscous flow assumption, the deviatoric part of the stress is

τ = 2ηD, (4)

with η the dynamic viscosity and D the infinitesimal strain rate tensor defined by100

D =
1
2
[∇v+ (∇v)T

]
. (5)

Assembling Eq. (1), (3), (4) and (5), the momentum conservation equation can be written

∇ · [η(∇v+ (∇v)T )
]
−∇p=−ρg. (6)

2.2 Restoration idea

In forward simulation schemes, the Stokes equations (6) and (2) are solved for pressure and velocity, and the material repre-105

sentation of the geological model is advected from the velocity at each time step. This can for example be done by an Euler

scheme, the position x(t+ ∆t) of each point of the material model after one time step being computed as

x(t+ ∆t) = x(t) +v(t) ·∆t, (7)

with x(t) the position and v(t) the computed velocity of the point at time t, and ∆t the time step. This Finite-Difference

approximation relies on the idea that if the chosen time step ∆t is small enough, we can approximate the velocity of a particle110

as a constant over this time step (∆t is usually calculated using a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition to ensure it). Since

the Stokes equations are linear and do not depend on previous time steps for the computation of the velocity, we can extend

this approximation to backwards simulations. This will be the basis for the proposed restoration scheme: instead of applying

Eq.(7), we will apply

x(t−∆t) = x(t)−v(t) ·∆t (8)115

for the advection of the points of the material model, at each time step, like in Fig. 1.

In this light, using viscous fluid properties instead of elastic properties to represent the mechanical behavior of geological

materials holds several advantages, such as the use of boundary conditions that are closer to reality, like a free surface on top,

or the account of other rheologies like a salt layer.
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Figure 1. Example of the restoration scheme for a simple setup (a): as the arrows in (b) represent the velocity computed at a specific time

step for a forward scheme, the advection of the material model in a restoration scheme is done with the opposite of the computed velocity,

shown in (c).

3 Implementation in a specific code120

3.1 Presentation

The restoration scheme presented in Sect. 2 has been implemented in the FAIStokes1 code. It relies almost entirely on the deal.II

library (Bangerth et al., 2007; Arndt et al., 2019, 2020) for all Finite Element related algorithms. The material tracking is based

on the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) method (e.g., Asgari and Moresi, 2012; Thielmann et al., 2014; Gassmöller et al., 2016, 2018,

2019; Trim et al., 2019). The general workflow of the code is shown in Fig. 2 and details of implementation are discussed in the125

following sub-sections. Five benchmarks have been implemented to test the computation parts of the code and are presented in

Appendices A, B, C, E and F. The possibility of a free surface on the top of the model has been implemented and benchmarked

in forward simulations, but it has been proven to be unstable in backward simulations. Readers are refered to Appendix D for

more details on this part, and to Sect. 5 for a discussion on the free surface backward instability.

1Finite element Arbitrary Eulerian-Lagrangian Implementation of Stokes
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Figure 2. Schematic workflow of the FAIStokes code structure. The pre-refinement step occurs at the beginning of the simulation (or during

a reinitialization of the grid) to ensure that the velocity used for the advection step is computed using the adaptively refined grid.

3.2 Finite Element discretization130

The Finite Element Method (FEM) was introduced in the late 1950’s (Hughes, 2012). Since then, it has emerged as one of

the most powerful methods for solving Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) numerically. In FAIStokes, the FEM algorithms

are based on the deal.II library. The domain is discretized on a set of quadrilateral elements, on which Finite Element (FE)

basis functions are defined. The aim of this paper is not to do a thorough review of the FEM, so only the specifications of the

FAIStokes code will be presented here. For solving the Stokes equations, we use quadrilateral Taylor-Hood Q2×Q1 elements135

that satisfy the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuška-Brezzi (LBB) condition for stability (Donea et al., 2004). Contrarily to many creeping

flow codes that are used to study the subsurface, we do not solve the heat transport equation, both for simplicity and because it

is likely to have only a small effect on the strain at the scale at which structural restoration is generally applied (i.e. basin-scale,

close to the surface). We use Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions that we adapt (e.g. rigidity, free-slip, free surface,

specific traction or velocity) for each boundary to the different problems at hand. Appendices A, B, E and F showcase results140

of the FE benchmarking.
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3.3 Material discretization

The geomechanical simulation of a specific domain requires to choose an appropriate kinematic description to follow the

displacement inside the geological layers. Continuum mechanics first distinguished two main frames: the Eulerian frame of

reference, also known as the spatial description, and the Lagrangian frame of reference, also known as the material description145

(Cornet, 2015). Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages, but neither of them is specifically adapted in the case

of large displacements over time, such as those studied here. In order to overcome the limitations of the two approaches,

the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation (Fullsack, 1995; Donea et al., 2004), which inherits features from both

methodologies, was developed. It has various formulations and implementations, both in 2D (e.g., Willett et al., 1993; Poliakov

et al., 1996; Massimi et al., 2006, 2007; Fillon et al., 2013; Rose et al., 2017) and, more recently, in 3D (e.g., Braun, 2003;150

Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2004; Thieulot, 2011; Thieulot et al., 2014). Most of these methods rely on keeping track of the material

properties in a Lagrangian way, while computing the displacement on a grid that can only deform vertically to account for an

eventual free surface. It is particularly useful in geomechanics, where the vertical deformation is generally small compared to

the horizontal deformation, and in the case of highly viscous fluids in the mantle, for which the density and viscosity depend

mostly on the temperature and depth. In FAIStokes, the grid has an ALE part as it can adapt to follow the movement of the free155

surface.

3.4 The PIC method

During mechanical simulations, at each time step the material properties of the particles are projected onto the grid. They are

then used to solve the Stokes equations on the grid. Following this, the particles are advected using the solution on the grid.

At the begining of the simulations, FAIStokes either creates a model from a function giving the distribution of the material160

parameters or loads a particle swarm from a file. In the first case, a regularly distributed particle swarm is generated, with a

density of particles depending on the size of the smallest element of the computation grid. The given function is then used to

associate the material properties to the particles depending on their position. Since the particle swarm doesn’t directly track the

interfaces, it has to be dense enough to recover accurately the material properties of the model; depending on the simulation,

some parts of the model can therefore be densified to keep the appropriate accuracy. At each time step, the material properties165

are interpolated from the particle swarm to the grid in order to build the FE matrix and its preconditioner. For each element, the

density is interpolated on the quadrature points using an arithmetic mean of the densities of the particles around the quadrature

points (closer than a distance depending on the smallest element of the domain). The viscosity is recovered for each element

using a harmonic mean of the viscosities of the particles inside the element. This reduces the effect of very high viscosity

differences (possibly of several orders of magnitude) on the solver and is more computationally efficient despite the higher170

grid refinement needed (Deubelbeiss and Kaus, 2008; Thielmann et al., 2014; Heister et al., 2017). In the simulations we

present hereafter, we were able to verify that this averaging verifies the conservation of the volume and mass in the model.

Appendices A, B, E and F test the interpolation of the material properties from the particle swarm to the finite element grid to

reasonable accuracy.
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3.5 Grid and solvers175

The grid and solvers come from the deal.II code, and their use is highly inspired from the deal.II tutorials step− 31 2 and

step− 32 3. The grid is created first as a quadrilateral from the coordinates of the bottom left and top right corners of the

domain. This quadrilateral is then split in order to get cells closest to a square (depending on the model bounding box size) and

refined and coarsened adaptively several times to construct the initial grid. The FE matrix, its preconditioner and the right-hand

side force-vector are constructed using the material properties interpolated from the particle swarm as described in the previous180

subsection. In the right-hand side, the norm of the gravity vector g of Eq. (6) is always 9.81 m.s−2 in our simulations, and its

direction is always downwards. The matrix system is then solved using an iterative FGMRES solver preconditioned by a block

matrix involving the Schur complement (Kronbichler et al., 2012). This solution is then used to refine and coarsen the grid

adaptively using deal.II’s features, based on a gradient recovery estimator in order to minimize the local error. Depending on

the input level of refinement, the cycle of building the matrix system, solving it, and adaptively refining and coarsening the grid185

is repeated several times, as shown in Fig. 2. Appendices A, B, E, F show the results of benchmarks that tested the computation

of the velocity on different setups.

3.6 Velocity interpolation

Once the grid refinement has been completed, the particle swarm is advected by the obtained solution. In FAIStokes, the

interpolation of the velocity is done separately in each grid cell with a Q2 interpolation scheme. Depending on whether the190

simulation is forward or backward, the displacement of each particle for a time step ∆t is computed using Eq. (7) or (8).

The value of ∆t is computed from the CFL condition. The default value for the CFL number is 0.085, but it can be reduced

depending on the simulation (for example, the results shown in the next section use a CFL number of 0.0085, while the

benchmarks in the Appendix use a CFL number of 0.042). The advection is done with a 2nd-order Runge-Kutta scheme in

space: at each time step, the particles are first advected by half the computed displacement; the velocity is then interpolated on195

their new position to update the displacement, and advect them again by half of this new displacement. This scheme reduces

the error in the advection process without need for simulation time step refinements. It is computationally efficient because the

computation of the displacement on the particle swarm is quite cheap compared to solving the FE matrix system. Appendices C,

E, F show the results of benchmarks that tested the interpolation of the velocity in time-dependant problems.

4 Results200

In addition to the benchmarks presented in the Appendices, which mainly check the algorithms of the code, we tested our

specific restoration scheme on three simple models. In those experiments, the boundary conditions are simplified and quite

unrealistic, but the goal here is to check the behavior of the reverse-time modeling in simple settings. In particular, we choose

to neglect basal and lateral displacements which are known to play a role in salt tectonics (Koyi, 1996; Ismail-Zadeh et al.,

2https://dealii.org/9.0.0/doxygen/deal.II/step_31.html
3https://dealii.org/9.0.0/doxygen/deal.II/step_32.html
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Figure 3. Setup of the model adapted from van Keken et al. (1997).

2004) but would require a calibration and would increase the degrees of freedom of the problem. Therefore, we choose to focus205

on tractable, density-driven physical models.

4.1 Diapiric growth model

The first model is scaled-up from van Keken et al. (1997). The setup consists of a simple two-layered system driven by

gravity, as shown in Fig. 3. The upper layer represents sediments that are denser than the lower layer which contains salt

(ρo = 2600 kg.m−3 for the sediment layer and ρs = 2150 kg.m−3 for the salt layer). A sinusoidal instability initiates the210

movement at the begining of the simulation. The model is limited to a 10 km× 9.142 km domain (the width value is given

by van Keken et al. (1997) to yield the largest growth rate for the diapir) with free slip boundary conditions on the sides

and no slip boundary conditions on the top and bottom sides. The grid has 322 initial elements and two levels of additional

adaptive refinement. The particle swarm has a heterogeneous particle density: it is first sampled regularly in the model and

then densified to five times more particles around the interface between the two layers to facilitate the tracking of material215

properties. The average distance between two particles near the interface is 14.3 m. The total number of particles is 64,000.

Two experiments were performed in this model: the first one as a test with isoviscous materials (ηo = ηs = 1019 Pa.s), the

second one with material properties closer to reality with a lower viscosity for salt (ηo = 2.8×1019 Pa.s for the sediment layer

and ηs = 1.4× 1017 Pa.s for the salt layer).

For each experiment, we first did a forward simulation, and then we applied the restoration scheme to the results obtained220

at the end of the simulation. The state obtained after 6× 106 years for the first test and 1.5× 106 years for the second test, as
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Variable

Restoration scheme

Isoviscous
case viscosity

case

1 km

Sediment
Salt

Figure 4. Particle swarms for the two synthetic diapiric growth experiments. The darker grey and brown parts on the swarms are due to

the higher density of particles around the interfaces. The particles have the same initial position (a) in the two experiments, with different

material properties. The result of the forward simulation after 6× 106 years for the first experiment is shown in (b). (c) shows the result of

the forward simulation for the second experiment after 1.5× 106 years. The results for the restoration simulations are shown in (d) and (e)

for the first and the second experiment, respectively.

well as the restored models, are shown in Fig. 4. We can see that while the isoviscous experiment has a rather smooth forward

result, the second experiment with a less viscous salt leads to the creation of a salt weld (surface where the salt layer thickness

has reached or almost reached zero, the salt having creeped away) at the bottom and left-hand side of the model.

In order to check the quality of the restoration in the two experiments, we compute for each particle the distance between its225

original position before the forward simulation and its position at the end of the restoration process. The mean value for this

distance is 14 m (0.1% error) for the isoviscous case and 201 m (2% error) for the variable viscosity case, and the maximum

value is 143 m (1.5% error) for the isoviscous case and 4947 m (49% error) for the variable viscosity case. While these results
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Figure 5. Error logarithmic distribution for the first experiment (isoviscosity) on the diapiric growth model.
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Figure 6. Error logarithmic distribution for the second experiment (variable viscosity) on the diapiric growth model.

are quite good for the isoviscous case, we could think that the variable viscosity case restoration is too inaccurate. Histograms

for the errors in the two experiments are given in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, and help explain this phenomenon. The high error values in230

the variable viscosity case are due to the creation of a basal weld, which mixes the particles at the bottom of the model. Some

of these particles are not well restored and stay at the bottom of the model, creating very large errors (hence the error bars of 1

to 20 particles with an error higher than 500 m in Fig. 6). The basal weld in itself creates large distortions which explain the
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overall large errors at the interface. However, if we look at the model at the end of the experiments with geologists eyes (i.e. in

a global way, not taking into account small irregularities), and study only the boundary between the two layers, the maximum235

distance between the initial model and the restored model is only 50 m (0.5% error) for the first experiment and 125 m (1.25%

error) for the second, which is acceptable considering the large amount of total deformation.

4.2 Layered overburden model

The domain size is 30 km horizontally and 10 km vertically. A salt layer is here enclosed between a basement layer and an

overburden that consists of multiple layers. The top of the salt layer is slightly deformed to enable movement. The repartition of240

the material properties (ρ,η) in the layers is shown in Fig. 7. The values are relatively similar to those of the second experiment

with the van Keken model, but the overburden has layers with slightly different material properties. Moreover, the top boundary

condition is free slip, and the bottom of the salt layer is constrained by the basement layer. The side boundaries have a free

slip condition. The grid has 16× 48 initial elements and two levels of additional adaptive refinement. The particle swarm is

composed of 307,200 regularly distributed particles.245

Like in the previous model, we first did a forward simulation spanning 350× 103 years, and then we restored it. The results

are shown in Fig. 7. We see that the restored model fits the initial state very well.

In the present setup, the movement of the salt layer depends on the folding and thinning of the sediment overburden. On both

sides of the diapir, small basal welds are created. The distance between the initial position and restored position of the particles

is computed, and its mean and maximum values are respectively 3 m and 639 m. A close look at the restored model shows that250

the particles with a high error are actually very few (Fig. 8) and come from the welds (Fig. 9). If we look at the layer interfaces,

the maximum distance between the initial and restored state is 90 m, and is localized around the area of the welds (Fig. 10).

4.3 Stochastically generated salt diapir

This last model was generated with the method proposed by Clausolles et al. (2019). It consists of a salt diapir that mimicks

passive diapirism structures created by syndeformation differential sediment loading. The shape of the salt diapir is generated255

by a stochastic method. The setup is quite simple but interesting for two reasons. First, this model was not created by a forward

viscous simulation, and the rheology of the salt and sediments is not known. Second, this model has a high uncertainty and

it is uncertain wether the boundary conditions we apply can restore it or not. Because of these two points, the restoration we

perform here can be assimilated to the simplification of a real case application, in order to test the concept of the method

with this type of geomodel. The initial particle swarm contains 102,510 particles regularly sampling the model, and we apply260

free-slip boundary conditions on the top and side model boundaries, and a no slip boundary condition on the bottom. Figure 11

shows the initial state of the model. The grid has 48×80 initial elements and three levels of additional adaptive refinement; its

state at the beginning of the simulation is shown in Fig. 12. In order to assess the influence of the value of the parameters on

the results of the restoration, we tested different possibilities. For the density, the value for salt rock is ρsalt = 2160 kg.m−3,

while the value for sediments can vary depending on the type and origin of deposition mechanisms; we considered here a value265
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Figure 7. Setup and evolution of the layered overburden model. (a) and (b) show the material properties in the model, with the viscosity

in logarithmic scale. The results of the simulations are shown at (a) the end of the forward simulation and (b) the end of the restoration

simulation.

ρo ∈ [2600;3300] kg.m−3. For simplicity, we set the viscosity of the salt layer at ηsalt = 1017 Pa.s and only vary the viscosity

of the sediments ηo ∈
[
1019;1021

]
Pa.s in order to test the effect of the constrast.

We did five experiments with different values of ρo and ηo:

– Exp.1: ρo = 2600 kg.m−3, ηo = 1019 Pa.s

– Exp.2: ρo = 3300 kg.m−3, ηo = 1019 Pa.s270
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Figure 9. Distance between the initial and restored model. In grey, the points where the distance is higher than 100 m (1% error). We can

see that those points are only located where the welds appear near the interfaces of the salt layer.

– Exp.3: ρo = 2950 kg.m−3, ηo = 1020 Pa.s

– Exp.4: ρo = 2600 kg.m−3, ηo = 1021 Pa.s

– Exp.5: ρo = 3300 kg.m−3, ηo = 1021 Pa.s

As this is a simplification of a real case application, and there is no information on the type of sediments, in each experiment

the density and viscosity are homogeneous in the sediment and salt layers.275
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Figure 11. Setup of the simulation for the model generated with the method proposed by Clausolles et al. (2019). The initial model is sampled

on a regularly spaced particle swarm.

The results for the 5 experiment simulations are given in Fig 13. Depending on the experiment, we choose to stop the

restoration process after different durations tend. Indeed, depending on the viscosity and density, the relaxation time is different

for each experiment.

Overall, the restoration process removes the diapir and leaves a weld, while the sediment layers remain globally flat. Since

this setup is generated by a method for syndeformation diapirs, a full restoration of the model should have taken into account280
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Figure 12. Adaptively refined grid for the first time step of the simulation. We can see that the grid is refined to a high level at the interface

between the salt and the sediment overburden, where the highest velocity gradients appear. On the contrary, it is coarsened where the velocity

has small gradients, particularly in the upper right and upper left corners.

the deposition of the sediments at the same time as the formation of the diapir, by removing the sediment layers one by one.

For simplification purposes and in order to test the process with simple boundary conditions, such sedimentation processes

were not implemented, which explains the presence of the weld. The results are, however, quite convincing despite the high

level of simplification. The analysis of the five experiments shows that in this setup, the viscosity contrast between salt and

sediment and the density of the sediments do not have a big impact on the shape of the model after the restoration process.285

Only the shape of the sediments at the base of the diapir is slightly different from one experiment to the other. Experiments 4

and 5 have serrated shapes that are not geologically probable, probably because of the four orders of magnitude of viscosity

contrast between the salt and sediments. The main difference between the experiments is the relaxation time for each restoration

process. If the duration of the formation of the diapir was known, it could then be used to reduce the uncertainty on which

density and viscosity to use.290

5 Discussion

While the results of the three test models in the previous section are promising, their purpose is not to correctly compute the

deformation of the subsurface in a forward mechanical simulation, but rather to assess the validity of the proposed restoration

scheme and the underlying concepts. As such, their setup is allowed to be a strong simplification of what would lead to the

formation of a salt diapir in natural circumstances. Indeed, research on the formation of salt structures shows that extensional295
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Figure 13. Results of the 5 restoration experiments done on the salt model setup of Fig. 11, after different time spans tend.

and compressional contexts, and especially faults within them, as well as differential deposition loading, are a leading factor

for most kinds of diapirism (e.g., Jackson and Hudec, 2017). The use of a Newtonian rheology for the overburden and salt

also simplifies the highly complex visco-elasto-plastic behavior of rocks (e.g., Hughes and Taylor, 1978; Gerbault et al., 1998;

Cornet, 2015).

The main interest of the proposed restoration scheme is the change of the deformation drive compared to previous methods300

of geomechanical restoration, which usually rely on flattening the top surface of the horizons (e.g., Guzofski et al., 2009;
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Lovely et al., 2012; Chauvin et al., 2018), and may lead to unphysical strains. Here the deformation is driven by the density

contrasts in the model and by the boundary conditions. As such, more physical strains are expected, given that the boundary

conditions and the rheology inside the model are close enough to reality. This implies two important questions when applying

a reverse-time Stokes restoration scheme: what are the material properties of the geological objects inside the model, and what305

type and intensity of boundary conditions should be applied to these geological objects? Regarding the material properties, the

diapir test model of Sect. 4.3 gave a first idea of how to choose them. The density of the subsurface depends on the type of rocks

that are present, and its estimation is relatively easy. The viscosity, however, is not trivial, as laboratory observation time scales

are too short to reflect the slow movement occuring at geological time scales. The values we took are inspired from numerical

simulations, but they have a large uncertainty (at least one order of magnitude) (e.g., Massimi et al., 2006; Kronbichler et al.,310

2012), as they are calibrated using postglacial rebound data for example. Works on analog sandbox experiments and further

experiments on models with more geological knowledge should prove to be useful in estimating a proper viscosity for the

restoration of different rock rheologies. In particular, the duration over which the geologic phenomena occur should guide the

choice of viscosity values in subsurface models. Regarding the rheology of faults, we cannot directly use their usual forward

modeling implementation considering the rock as having a plastic behavior. Indeed, the previous stress history is needed to315

simulate such a behavior, and it is not available in restoration, which studies backward movement. Using a specific viscosity

for the implementation of faults in restoration can, however, be considered and holds two advantages. First, since all the faults

are already identified at the beginning of the restoration process, we do not need to allow the creation of faults in backward

simulations. Second, using an effective viscosity for the faults would allow for a more realistic simulation of shear band and

damage zone behavior, compared to previous geomechanical restoration schemes that consider faults as free-slip surfaces.320

A significant issue with the boundary conditions in geomechanical simulations is the difficulty to estimate the paleo-forces at

play several kilometers underground. We therefore need to choose Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions that best fit the

tectonic knowledge about the region of study. In the test models presented in the previous section, the boundary conditions are

either free-slip or no-slip, which is a strong simplification of reality. For example, deformation is generally strongly influenced

by the horizontal stress state, implying compressive or extensive structures and the need for corresponding conditions on the325

side boundaries (Chauvin et al., 2018). Another example is the top surface of the model in Sect. 4.2, which can be considered

as being on ground level, and is therefore in contact with air. This interface is complicated to handle due to the several orders

of magnitude in the material property contrast (very high density and viscosity for rocks versus very low density and viscosity

for the air). In geomechanical simulations, several approaches exist to model its behavior. The simplest topographic surface

solution is to set a free-slip condition which removes the normal component of the velocity at the boundary. This simplification330

is mostly used in cases where the movement of the top surface is negligible compared to the rest of the model. In order to

do more realistic simulations, two main approaches are available: the implementation of a free surface, or the “sticky air”

method (e.g., Crameri et al., 2012, for a benchmark and a comparison of the two methods). The sticky air method considers

a layer of material with a low viscosity and zero density, the difficulty being that this viscosity needs to be sufficiently low

to be negligible compared to the rest of the model, but high enough for the solvers to converge. The free surface method335

considers that no force is applied on the surface of the computational mesh. While this is theoretically simple, it is numerically
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complicated to implement, as it also means that the computational mesh needs to honor the movement of the free surface. In

FAIStokes, the free surface method is applied by tracking the movement of the top surface and allowing the grid nodes to move

vertically (Appendix. D). In order to stabilize its movement and avoid some of the instabilities that can appear, the free surface

stabilization algorithm (refered to as FSSA in the rest of the paper) presented in Kaus et al. (2010) has been implemented.340

The free surface implementation has been benchmarked and performs well in forward simulations (Appendices E and F).

However, in restoration simulations of models where the only drive is a density contrast (such as the models shown in the

previous section), the free surface is unstable. This appears particularly when working with models that have a near-horizontal

or initially horizontal top surface such as the one presented in Fig. 7. In those setups, any small computational error in the

computation of the vertical part of the velocity can lead to instabilities that increase exponentially in reverse time. Several345

approaches involving specific tractions on the top surface have been tested to remove or correct this instability, but we have

not yet devised any efficient means to prevent this. In particular, the FSSA delays this phenomenon, but does not suppress it

altogether. We hope, however, that this instability issue will be reduced by adding more geological relevance to the simulation

in the form of other components to the drive of the simulation, such as faults and extensive/compressive boundary conditions.

6 Conclusions350

We have presented a new scheme that exploits the reversibility of Stokes flow equations to perform structural restoration.

While this does not tackle all the issues with the current geomechanical restoration implementations, it improves some of their

aspects, such as the replacement of the Dirichlet boundary condition on the top surface by a “natural” body force to drive the

reverse deformation, and the use of viscous behavior. The FAIStokes code was developed to apply this restoration scheme and

allow various tests on its implementation. Among those tests, we presented three simple models and the results we obtained355

with them. Those results are encouraging, although the numerical method has difficulties dealing with the restoration of salt in

the presence of welds. The free surface also leads to instabilities in the restoration process which have not been dealt with in

an efficient way yet.

We intend to follow this work by applying the method to more complex models, starting with the restoration of sandbox

experiments (e.g., Colletta et al., 1991). This will allow us to add more physical boundary conditions, specific implementations360

of faults, and to do more precise tests on the value to choose for the viscosity and density of geological layers.

Code availability. The code corresponding to this paper is available to members of the RING consortium in the FAIStokes software. The FE

parts of the code, however, come from the open source library deal.II. This library is also used in the open source software ASPECT, which

also allows the use of PIC and FSSA.

Video supplement. For a video example of the restoration of the upscaled van Keken model, viewers can go to https://doi.org/10.5446/46388365
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Figure A1. Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmark initial setup.

Appendix A: Taking into account small scales inside a model : the Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmark

This benchmark is based on the analytical solution of a Rayleigh-Taylor instability by Ramberg (1968) and was carried out in

various numerical studies (Deubelbeiss and Kaus (2008); Thieulot (2011)). It consists of a two-layer system driven by gravity,

the density of the bottom layer being smaller. The bottom and top boundaries have a no slip boundary condition, while the

sides have a free slip boundary condition.370

The first layer, made of fluid 1 with properties (ρ1,η1), overlays the second layer, made of fluid 2 (ρ2,η2). An initial sinu-

soidal disturbance of the interface between the two layers is introduced, characterized by an amplitude ∆ and a wavelength λ,

as shown in Fig. A1.

Under these conditions, the velocity of the diapiric growth v is given by Ramberg (1968):

v

∆
=−Kρ1− ρ2

2η2
h2g (A1)375

with K the dimensionless growth factor given by

K =
−d12

c11j22− d12i21
(A2)
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Figure A2. Initial setup of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmark with 3 different wavelength: a) λ= Lx/2, b) λ= Lx/4, c) λ= Lx/8

which involves the following factors:

φ1 =
2πh1

λ

φ2 =
2πh2

λ

c11 =
2η1φ2

1

η2(cosh(2φ1)− 1− 2φ2
1)
− 2φ2

2

cosh(2φ2)− 1− 2φ2
2

d12 =
η1(sinh(2φ1)− 2φ1)

η2(cosh(2φ1)− 1− 2φ2
1)

+
sinh(2φ2)− 2φ2

cosh(2φ2)− 1− 2φ2
2

i21 =
η1φ2(sinh(2φ1) + 2φ1)
η2(cosh(2φ1)− 1− 2φ2

1)
+
φ2(sinh(2φ2) + 2φ2)
cosh(2φ2)− 1− 2φ2

2

j22 =
2η1φ2

1φ2

η2(cosh(2φ1)− 1− 2φ2
1)
− 2φ3

2

cosh(2φ2)− 1− 2φ2
2

(A3)

We set ρ1 = 3300 kg.m−3, ρ2 = 3000 kg.m−3, η1 = 1021 Pa.s, Lx = h1 +h2 = 512 km, and ∆ = 3 km. We make η2 vary380

between 1.25× 1020 and 2.5× 1023 Pa.s, while λ takes three values: Lx/2,Lx/4,Lx/8 (Fig. A2).

A first run is done, where the FEM grid is fixed to 80×80 elements, each containing 102 regularly spaced particles. In order

to test the influence of adaptive refinement, we conduct a second run with a grid starting at 80× 80 elements and three levels

of adaptive refinement. We also refine the particle swarm adaptively: each initial cell is first filled with 52 regularly spaced

particles, and then the swarm is densified to 64 times more particles around the interface between the two fluids. The results385

are shown along with the analytical ones in Fig. A3.

Overall, results show a good agreement between the computed solution and the reference, especially in the case of adaptive

refinement, where the relative error falls beneath 2.5% for all the curves. Since φ1 is inversely proportional to the wavelength

λ, it means that the code can account well for small disturbances, especially with the use of adaptive refinement on the parts

with higher velocity and high contrasts in viscosity.390

This benchmark ensures the validity of the code in the presence of large viscosity constrasts, even if those constrasts are

located on deformations that are small compared to the size of the model. It also validates the averaging of the density and

viscosity from the particles to the finite element grid.
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Figure A3. Comparison between numerical and analytical results for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmark. The numerical results are

computed for a 80× 80 element grid and for the same grid with three levels of adaptive refinement.

Appendix B: Taking into account viscosity changes : the falling block benchmark

This benchmark appears in Gerya (2019) and is presented in Thieulot (2011). It consists in modelling the fall of a block of395

fluid of properties (ρ1,η1) inside another fluid of properties (ρ2,η2), with ρ1 > ρ2. The domain is a square of size Lx = Ly =

500 km, and the block (a square in 2D) of size 100×100 km is initially centered at point (x= 250 km, y = 400 km), as shown

in Fig. B1.

The simulation is carried out on a 50×50 element grid that is adaptively refined three times. Like in the previous benchmark,

the particle swarm is created by first introducing 52 particles in each initial element, and then densifying it up to 64 times more400

particles around the zone of interest (i.e. the falling block). Free slip boundary conditions are imposed on all sides of the

domain. We carry out five experiments:

– Exp.1: η2 = 1020 Pa.s, ρ1 = 3220 kg.m−3;

– Exp.2: η2 = 1021 Pa.s, ρ1 = 3300 kg.m−3;

– Exp.3: η2 = 1022 Pa.s, ρ1 = 6600 kg.m−3;405

– Exp.4: η2 = 1023 Pa.s, ρ1 = 3300 kg.m−3;

– Exp.5: η2 = 1024 Pa.s, ρ1 = 9900 kg.m−3;

In all the experiments, the density of the surrounding fluid is ρ2 = 3200 kg.m−3 and the viscosity of the block is varied

between 1019 and 5× 1027 Pa.s. The velocity of the falling block is measured in its centre at t= 0 for all experiments.
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Figure B1. Falling block benchmark initial setup.

Following physical intuition, one expects the velocity of the block to act as follows: (a) decrease when the viscosity of the410

surrounding fluid η2 increases (i.e. when going from Exp.1 to Exp.5), and (b) increase with the density contrast (ρ1− ρ2) in

each experiment. To check this behavior, we measure vη2/(ρ1− ρ2) as a function of the viscosity contrast log10(η2/η1). The

results of the benchmark are plotted in Fig. B2.

We can see that the experimental points line up on a single curve, which shows that FAIStokes can deal with gravity-

driven simulations where 0.6%≤ (ρ1− ρ2)/ρ2 ≤ 210% and the viscosity contrasts are as strong as 10−6 ≤ η2/η1 ≤ 105 in a415

consistent manner.

Appendix C: Advecting particles : the rotation benchmark

The last benchmark aims at assessing the error in the advection part only. The setup of the model is a square of size 10×10 km,

where we study the advection of a single particle, starting at coordinates (8 km,5 km) and doing a 2π rotation around the center

point (5 km,5 km) (Fig. C1). A velocity field is prescribed in the domain and discretized on the grid: on each grid point, the420

velocity has a constant norm and is always normal to the line connecting the point to the model center:

v = v0.eθ =


v0.sinθ
v0.cosθ


 (C1)

The grid is not adaptively refined here, and is composed of 16× 16 elements. In order to have scales that are geologically

relevant, we choose v0 = 3 cm.year−1 and vary the time step ∆t between 500 and 2000 years (in this setup, the CFL numbers
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falling block benchmark.
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Figure C1. Setup for the rotation benchmark, assessing errors on the advection of particles.

chosen for our simulations would give a timestep between 175 years for the lowest CFL number and 1753 years for the425

highest CFL number). The second order Runge-Kutta scheme presented in Sect. 3.6 is used at all time steps. We then evaluate
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Figure C2. Results for the rotation benchmark obtained with different time steps and advection schemes.

the distance ∆r = |r(θ = 0)−r(θ = 2π)|. This distance gives us a measure of the error made in the computation of the particle

advection, and allow us to compare different advection schemes. Figure C2 shows the results obtained for a 2π rotation of the

particle with different interpolation schemes. We can see that reducing the timestep linearly reduces the error on the radius

r(θ). In this setup, the type of interpolation mostly impacts the stability of the interpolation, and not the accuracy.430

Appendix D: Free surface implementation

In the case of a free surface on the top of the model, the top surface is tracked by a separate point swarm. This point swarm is

denser than the material particle swarm and is 1 dimension lower (i.e. a line in our 2D cases). It is advected at each time step

the same way as the particle swarm that represents the geological model. After its displacement or during the setup of the grid,

the free surface point swarm is used as a reference to move vertically the nodes of the grid at the top of the model, so that they435

match the free surface. This vertical displacement is then propagated to the rest of the grid so that the grid cells stay as close

to squares as possible, while not affecting the other boundaries. Fig. D1 illustrates the whole process. Since our models are

isothermal no special processing is required here to correct the temperature field during this process. Appendix E shows the

results of a benchmark that tests the free surface implementation along with other computational parts of the code. The free

surface stabilization algorithm developed by Kaus et al. (2010) and Quinquis et al. (2011) has been implemented in FAIStokes;440

we benchmark it in Appendix F.
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Figure D1. Update of the free surface: (a) Initial state where the velocity is computed on the grid. (b) The point swarm tracking the free

surface is advected according to the computed velocity. (c) The grid nodes at the top of the free surface are moved vertically to match the

point swarm. (d) The deformation of the grid is diffused to the rest of the nodes.

Appendix E: Taking into account the top surface in contact with air : the free surface benchmark

This benchmark is presented in Crameri et al. (2012), where it is applied on several numerical codes to compare their imple-

mentation of the free surface, and evaluate the use of the ’sticky air’ method. It will be used here to evaluate the quality of our

approximation and interpolation of the free surface. It consists on a cosine-shaped layer of homogeneous lithosphere overlaying445

a homogeneous layer of mantle. For this type of model, Ramberg (1981) gives an analytical solution for the maximal height of

the topography at each time t :

hanalytical(t) = hinitial exp(−γt) (E1)

where γ is the relaxation rate and hinitial is the value of h at the beginning of the simulation. The model setup for the benchmark

is shown in Fig. E1.450

The bounding box of the model spans 2800 km by 707 km. The underlaying mantle layer is 600 km thick, while the

lithosphere has a thickness between 93 and 107 km. The lithosphere’s top surface is cosine-shaped with an amplitude of 7 km

and a wavelength of the size of the domain. The mantle and lithosphere have a density of ρM = ρL = 3300 kg.m−3 and a

viscosity of ηM = 1021 Pa.s and ηL = 1023 Pa.s, respectively. We set free slip boundary conditions for the sides and a no slip

condition on the bottom of the model. The initial grid is made of 16×64 elements and is adaptively refined 3 times. The particle455
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Figure E1. Model setup for the 2D free surface benchmark.

swarm contains 484,160 particles; it is constructed by first sampling regularly the domain, and then adaptively densifying the

swarm to 64 times more particles in the lithosphere and upper part of the mantle. In this setup, Crameri et al. (2012) gives

a characteristic relaxation rate γ = 0.2139× 10−11 s−1 and a characteristic relaxation time trelax = 14.825× 103 year. The

results obtained with FAIStokes are given in Fig. E2.
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Figure E2. Comparison between the analytical and numerical results of the maximum topography over time for the free surface benchmark.

The numerical results are close to the analytical ones, with only a 1.3% error at the characteristic relaxation time. This shows460

the capacity of FAIStokes to compute the solution of Stokes equations with a free surface for small vertical deformation, and

to advect the particles inside the model. It also gives another evaluation of the handling of gravity-driven flow, this time with

the addition of evolution inside the model.
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Figure F1. Sloshing free surface benchmark initial setup.

Appendix F: Upgrading the free surface movement : the sloshing benchmark

This benchmark is presented in Kaus et al. (2010), where it is used to assess the results of the free surface stabilization algorithm465

(FSSA) presented in the same article. It is used here to verify the implementation of the same algorithm in our code, as well

as check the behavior of the free surface in another setup. The benchmark model is another Rayleigh-Taylor instability with a

dense, more viscous layer sinking into a less dense fluid (Fig. F1).

The model span is 500 km× 500 km; the side boundaries have a free-slip condition, the lower boundary is no-slip, and

the top boundary is a free surface. The initial perturbation between the two layers is sinusoidal with an amplitude of 5 km.470

The computation is carried out on a grid with 25× 25 initial elements and three adaptive refinement steps. The particle swarm

counts 25,000 particles; it is constructed by first sampling regularly the model and then densifying it to 64 times more particles

around the interface. The specificity of this benchmark is the apparition of a sloshing instability (also refered to as the “drunken

sailor” instability) if the simulation time step is too large. Specifically here, without the FSSA, the forward simulation is stable

with a time step ∆t of 2500 years, but with ∆t= 5000 years, an instability emerges as the velocity pattern changes direction475

from one time step to the other (Fig F2).

In order to follow the evolution of the free surface, we keep trace of the altitude of the most top-left point over time.

Results of a 0.5 Myr simulation, for different time steps ∆t, with and without the FSSA, are shown in Fig. F3. We can see

that the implementation of the FSSA stabilizes the sloshing behavior of the free surface that appeared whith a time step ∆t

of 5000 years, and keeps the free surface stable even with higher time steps. Moreover, the results show great similarities480
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Time step = 3Time step = 0
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50 km

Figure F2. Simulation evolution for ∆t= 5000 years, showing the sloshing instability: the velocity pattern changes from one time step to

the other, the velocity norm increasing each time.

to those that can be found in Kaus et al. (2010) and Thieulot (2019). This validates the implementation of the free surface

stabilization algorithm. It also gives another evaluation of the handling of gravity-driven flow with a free surface, this time with

the additional resolution of an instability that can occur with free surfaces.
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